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1. WHY BSRIA IS LAUNCHING A
SERIES ON MEGATRENDS

Each age probably believes that it faces unprecedented
changes and challenges, but this time it may actually
be true.

1
2
3
4

Urbanisation
The revolution in technology
An ageing population
Globalisation

While most people recognise that each of these is
already having a major impact, BSRIA has set out to
provide its own take on these major movements, and
particularly to focus on what they mean for building
services and related activities, both in the UK and in
other countries.
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As a leading voice for the building services industry,
both in the UK and globally, BSRIA has always looked
to provide its members, partners and clients with
the complete picture, and we pride ourselves on our
detailed fact-based approach.

The four key trends which this book pointed to which
are already impacting on almost every society, or will
do soon, are:

E

This paper on smart building technology is the second
in a series that BSRIA will be producing over the
coming year.
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However, it is just as important to look at the major
forces that are shaping the world in which we live and
do business. In 2015, The McKinsey Global Institute
published ‘No Ordinary Disruption’, which examined
‘The Four Global Forces Breaking all the Trends’.

This should help you to better prepare your organisation
for some of the biggest challenges and the biggest
opportunities that we all face.

Figure 1 A Tsunami of
Change is rolling across
the World. The Challenge
is to Ride it.

Katsushika Hokusai – The Great Wave off Kanagawa
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2. WHY TECHNOLOGY TAKES
CENTRE-STAGE
If one wanted to explain why the world has changed
so much over the past 300 years or so and why the
pace of change only seems to be accelerating, it would
be impossible to do this without referring to advances
in technology.

be a suitable economic and social system in place to
enable it to be exploited effectively. Thus, for example,
the Soviet Union proved itself capable of matching the
west or at least competing with in the development
of many advanced technologies, from nuclear
fission to space exploration, but ultimately lacked
an organisational structure to deliver the goods and
services needed to satisfy the population.

The ‘steam’ revolution of the 19th century was followed
by the electronic revolution of the 20th century and
most dramatically of all by the information technology
revolution of the late 20th and early 21st centuries.

E

Even in western Europe, the University of Cambridge
can boast that it has produced more Nobel prize
winners (94) than the whole of France (64), and yet
eight of the world’s leading technology companies (on
the Forbes list) are headquartered in France, and only
one in the UK.
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It is this technological revolution that makes it easier to
understand why living standards, which for most people
were largely stagnant up until the 18th century, have,
at least in Europe and North America, been increasing
almost continuously ever since.

Figure 2 The rapid
emergence of the
smart world

Depth and Breadth of Computing Power and
‘Intelligence
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Of course, technological knowledge alone does not
guarantee social or economic advance. There needs to

Turing
machine
1930

The following schema summarises some of the key
milestones either reached or expected over the century
between 1930 and 2030 in the field of smart technology.
‘Most’ ‘human’ skills
replicated?

Self driving
cars / planes /
drones
Full scale
Robotics?
Computer
beats world
chess
champion
Integrated
Circuits
First
Programmable
computers
1940

1950
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Learning/
Autonomy

Smart Wearables
Wireless
Broadband

Internet

Personal
Computers

Language
Processing

Smart Phones
1960

Source: BSRIA
Excellence in Market Intelligence

Technological
knowledge alone does
not guarantee social or
economic advance.

Cloud
computing

Driverless
Trains

Main-frames

Internet of
things

1970

1980

1

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

1

This underlines the extent to which the changes are not
just quantitative but qualitative. As the name ‘computer’
suggests, the early stages of the revolution concentrated
on ‘number crunching’ in large volumes, later extending
into the processing of representing and processing
in numeric form data which had previously been
considered as non-numeric.
More recent developments have moved into areas
of learning and complex decision making, bringing
technology ever closer to areas of expertise that were
previously viewed as the preserve of humans.
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17. S UMMARY

The density of processing chips has been doubling every
two or so years since the 1970s, and the price has also
been falling at a precipitate rate. This makes it possible
to install small, affordable processing chips in ever more
devices.

The technological revolution has already created several
global corporate giants with sales turnovers equivalent to
sizeable countries, and which could exercise considerable
influence. Since these companies also tend to be
concentrated in just a few countries, they could also give
those countries leverage in the future.
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The amount of data being generated by computerised
systems has also been rising dramatically, creating a huge
reservoir of information in the form of ‘big data’ which is
complex and inconsistent as well as being large in volume.

Internet-based commerce is already transforming the
world of physical retail, replacing much of the traditional
high street as we have known it. Web-based social media
is already having a profound effect on commerce, politics
and other social interactions. More broadly, current
developments in technology could well have a much
broader political and economic impact.
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Technology is in the process of transforming almost
every aspect of society, with change happening at an
accelerating rate. This is possible because of simultaneous
rapid advances in several key areas of technology.
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Software has also advanced rapidly from a stage where
it follows and lays down simple, logical rules, to various
levels of artificial intelligence (AI) where the software is
capable of learning and making increasingly informed
recommendations.

Data communications have also shown rapid advances
in speed, reliability and range, encompassing both fixed
communications and wireless.

All of these developments have made possible the
development of the cloud, where the bulk of data is
stored, processed and analysed in remote data centres of
increasing size.
The same combination of developments is giving rise to
the world wide web and to the internet of things (IoT)
whereby an estimated 20 billion devices are already
connected including mobile devices and devices used in
building services, industry, transport, security and many
other areas.
Many other technical disciplines are also likely to have
major impacts including life sciences, physical sciences
and behavioural sciences, all of which are increasingly
underpinned by technology.

However, any system which can follow instructions,
and which is connected to the wider web is potentially
vulnerable to cyberattack, and substantial resources will
need to be devoted to countering this, including both
physical protection measures, procedures and behavioural
changes.

Technological changes have always impacted on
employment opportunities, typically reducing or
eliminating demand for some skills while creating new
opportunities. Revolutions in AI and in robotics now
mean that even quite skilled jobs could be performed by
machines in the near future, raising the bar that a human
has to jump to be seen as superior to a machine. This
is likely to make the availability and the quality of the
education available critically important.
Almost all of these technological revolutions are having
or will have a big impact on construction and building
services. Every aspect is likely to change from the way
buildings are constructed to the way they are managed
and interact with the people using them as well as with
the world outside.
Buildings will be part of the technological revolution but
will also be competing with all other sectors of society to
gain access to the skills and investment needed to make
them fulfil their potential.
There has never been a more exciting time to be in
the industry.

Technology is in the process of
transforming almost every aspect
of society, with change happening
at an accelerating rate.
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Engineering services: Test, compliance and consultancy support services for
clients, designers, constructors, manufacturers and facilities managers
Instrument solutions: Hire, sales and calibration of instruments
Market intelligence: Off the shelf reports, bespoke studies and management
consultancy for global markets
Information and membership: Bookshop, library, training, networks and events
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